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From:

Richard Guzman

To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Prato; Jimi Yerokun
Fwd: Re: Perry - Request for Telecon Concerning SOARCA Project
Monday, September 17, 2007 10:03:17 AM

Jimi, Bob, - we are still waiting to hear back from Perry for a call today. The PM will try to pulse them
again for a call this afternoon.
I'm assuming a Perry call for Tuesday is out of the questions due to your trip to PB, am I correct?
>>> Thomas Wengert 9/17/2007 9:14 AM >>>
I'm still waiting for a callback from the licensee. I left another message this morning - I've suggested
we try for later today. I'll let you know when I hear back.
Tom
301-415-4037
>>> Richard Guzman 9/17/2007 8:37 AM >>>
Tom - any word back from Perry on having a telecom? If we are to have it today, I will have to join by
bridge as I am working from home. 9/18 might be a challenge to have the call as RES (Bob Prato) will
be at a site visit that was just planned last Friday.
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Thomas Wengert 9/12/2007 1:50 PM >>>
Henry,
I've been requested to schedule a conference call this week or next to discuss Perry's possible
participation in the State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence Analysis (SOARCA) project.
NRC Research is seeking participants to take part in the next phase of the SOARCA project. Surry and
Peach Bottom were selected earlier this year and have actively participated by providing, on a voluntary
basis, site-specific information to support the project. Completion of these two sites is projected for Fall
2007. Research would now like to reach out to other possible participants to assist/support remaining
information needs of the project (completion of the entire project is targeted for Fall 2008). A number of
factors, such as, reactor type, containment type, population density, analysis models, plant schedules,
etc. played a role in Research's selection of possible participants.
I'd like to set up an information call this week or next (latest by 9/18) to discuss this effort further and
to request Perry's participation in the project; a list of talking points for the call is attached. NRC
participants will be myself, the DORL SOARCA PM (Rich Guzman), and team leaders (Bob Prato and Jimi
Yerokun) from Research. Research will explain the project and answer your questions. I estimate a 3045 min for the call.
Please let me know when you, et al., would be available for the call.
Thanks,
Tom Wengert
Project Manager
USNRC
NRR/DORL/LPLIII-2
(301) 415-4037

